Zambia
October 2011 – By Roger James
1 October
After a night at the rather cramped Sydney Airport Ibis Hotel we headed back to the airport and on to a
South African flight to Johannesburg. It turns out to be a Qantas plane. Some nice person had seated us
behind a bulkhead with lots of leg room for the 14 hour flight. The pilot announced 370km headwinds on
our normal flight path so we were going to cut a track south and fly over the Antarctic regain to avoid the
winds.
A couple of hours into the flight we were fed, the blinds were drawn and it was sleep time even though it
was mid-afternoon and still light outside. This was probably a ploy to reduce alcohol consumption. I got
up and found a window and lifted the blind only to see cloud.
After watching a couple of movies I ventured to the window again, raised the blind and was astonished by
the view. As far south as I could see was sheet ice cracked into icebergs of all shapes and sizes. From up
high they all looked like flat white sheets.

After another meal and 14 hours in the air we touched down in Johannesburg. Immigration was easy and
efficient; customs even easier as there didn't seem to be any. We headed outside and were soon picked
up by a van from the Casino Hotel at which we arrived some 10 mins later in spite of all vehicles being
stopped and checked at the 10 or so lane security check point at the entrance to the complex. The check
in process was a little long winded with a few trips to the back room by the girl on the desk to copy
passports etc. Eventually we were off to our small but comfortable room. The Piermont Mondior hotel
had been pretty flash in its day.
30 mins later we all met in the reception and traipsed down some corridors, eventually arriving at the
casino complex, a fairly large area consisting of many eating places and the odd shop, all under an
imitation sky. It was a cheaper and smaller version of one of the Las Vegas casinos. Friday night and most
of the food places were packed. We got seated for a feed as a belly dancer entered and plates were
smashed on the floor as part of the performance. We observed later that the crockery broke down into
powder as people walked over the broken bits - Plaster of Paris plates made for a purpose. The food was
okay, the portions huge.

After dinner we took a wander around the casino to observe - just like any casino I have ever visited with
lots of overweight and unhappy looking people feeding money into the poker machines. Having being on
the go for about 24-hours we were all starting to fade so we headed for our beds ready for a 6am start.
Breakfast was right up there with a great selection of everything one could imagine one might fancy to
start the day.

Soon we were off back to the airport, which is from what little we got to see a huge fairly new complex
comprising many hotels, office buildings and car parks. We got to the check-in to be asked for proof that
we had had our yellow fever shots. I tried to explain how my doctor mate Neil had looked it up on the
computer and it wasn't required in that part of Africa. The rest of the boys had a similar story. The friendly
and helpful lady at the check in explained with good humour "That was yesterday! Today is 1 October.
From today you have to have it!!" She checked us in but held our boarding passes, directing us to a
medical centre. We strolled down to the medical centre to be met by another bunch of really helpful
people, paid our R650.00 each, dished out and received some rugby banter, got jabbed and were on our
way. We boarded an AVRO RJ85 small 4-engine commuter jet for the 2.5 hour flight to Ndola.

After we were airborne I pulled out my I-phone, switched to flight mode to start this story and was told to
turn it off. The hosty eventually explained that flight mode has not been approved for use in S Arica. Most
of the terrain below was covered by cloud. The little that appeared seemed to be flat and scrubby with
the odd patch of cultivated land.
The Ndola international airport is a little basic with a bus meeting us on the tarmac and carting us to the
immigration hut. There we passed over a form, passport and US$50. The two girls in the box scribbled
madly, threw the money in a box, stamped the passport and handed it back without saying a single word.
The bags were passed in through a hole in the wall.

The team: Strewn from Pleasant Point; Kevin from Geraldine; Roger from Auckland; Joe from Makatu.

A couple of double cab pick-ups with drivers were outside to greet us. Pretty soon we were on the road
beginning a 358k drive west. Things were pretty congested as we left Ndola; cars, trucks and people on
foot.
Eventually we came to a highway two lanes in each direction separated by 20m of grass. We cracked
along in the right lane at 120kmph. Two lanes means you can just pass a truck and stay on the road if you
are careful.

Football Stadium near Ndola
Over the next six hours the scenery didn't change much: scrubby bush on the roadside with groups of 3 to
10 little huts set back off the road making up numerous, almost continuous, villages along the journey. On
the roadside almost continuously were people selling stuff. It was like each area specialized in certain
products from bricks to a full lounge suite. There were even guys making doors on the roadside. The huts
were mainly made of brick made locally and stacked into their own kiln with 4 fire boxes covered in mud
and fired on the spot next to where the hut is to be built.

There are people for Africa. They must stack a heap into those huts. Kids everywhere - they certainly
know all about breeding. They seem to love walking or maybe just have to as there were dozens of people
strolling along the roadside, most carrying stuff. Some of the loads were quite heavy on their heads or
shoulders.

As we headed west it was like each area specialized in certain products, one spot even making cane stuff.
There was lots of fruit and vegetables and the add bit of grain. Food was more prominent the further west
we went. Great looking displays of ripe tomatoes etc placed neatly in stands. Lots of places looked like
retail in a rubbish dump lots of people standing around looking and chatting no time to tidy up the place.

There were along the way many, many burnt out patches of undergrowth; the fires in places having
damaged some houses/huts. Apparently this burn off takes place at this time every year to get rid of the
undergrowth prior to the lightning season in late October to prevent major fires from lightning strikes.
I had heard many stories of guards armed with AK47's and was almost relieved to finally see a cop with
one conducting traffic near Solwezi. We had not even seen a person with a gun in Johannesburg nor at
Ndola nor at any of the many police check-points we had passed along the way.
About 6 hours after leaving Ndola we finally arrived at the gate to the Lamwana mine. Our driver ushered
us into a hut where passports were viewed and forms filled out. Finally, after a name change to James
Roger, we were allowed to proceed down the eight-kilometre, red dirt, molasses (used to keep the dust
down) covered road to the mine village.
We were met in the car park by Simon (from Invercargill), the mill manager, who said a driver would meet
us at 0630 the next morning to take us onsite for induction. We grabbed our bags and wandered over to
the check-in place to get the keys for our comfortable huts, complete with bathroom. A rather aggressive
African lady was quick to point out that our huts had been taken and we had been allocated tents!!

Some discussion took place but to no avail so off we headed to the tents. These were no ordinary tents;
they came with air conditioning, proper bed and a rubber tile floor. We had to trot off down the gravel
path for ablutions. A container with hot and cold running water, a bank of showers, sinks and WC's.
After a quick meal and a beer we hit the sack all feeling a bit buggered after our long journey.
It is 4 am and the two noisy buggers in the other half of the tent have just gone noisy!!! They must start
early. Now there are phone alarms going off all over the place.
At 5am we rose, hit the showers and the mess for an okay breakfast of eggs, bacon and some other stuff not quite sure what it was but it was edible. At 06:30 Foster, a local fella, picked us up and took us to the
mine site for induction. All pretty standard ‘try and stay awake’ safety stuff with a test at the end,
delivered by a hard to understand, polite, local chap. We all passed then Sean the mill manager picked us
up and ran us to the security office to get ID badges issued. Oops it is Sunday and the guy that does that
stuff was away. We managed to get some temporary passes and headed down to the mill to get the gear
organized for an early start the next day.
The Lumwana mine was set up about 2005 and is supposed to be the largest copper producing mine in
the world. It consists of a large opencast mine from which they extract the ore containing copper and
uranium. At present they don't have a license to extract the uranium - that is supposed to start next year.
There are about 1000 employees of which 100 are expats, mainly Australian. The expats work nine weeks
on and three weeks off. Apparently that is a fairly tough ask in the mining world. They are having a few
problems attracting expats just now. Simon is heading of next week to work in Mongolia.
After setting up our gear, which included positioning the liner handler in the mill, we headed back to
security, got our pics taken and received an ID badge, which is supposed to get us access to the mine site.
However that part was still not working so we got some temporary card to do this.
We had informed Simon of our tenting arrangement, which he was not too happy about as we were
supposed to be in the in units with bathrooms etc. On arriving back at camp Simon used his authority and
finally the four of us ended up in a 3-bedroom house with a large lounge and kitchen. We settled in and
headed to the mess for some more interesting tucker, after which we headed to the bar and had a drink
or two with Peter and Paul, two Aussie blokes who maintain the equipment we use to do the mill reline.
We were all in the sack about 8 as Joe and I were being picked up at 0530 to head to the mine to start the
reline. On arriving at the mine we were introducer to Katie, an Aussie chick who was in charge of the day
shift at the mill. She introduced us to our local crew of 8 who were to do most of the work.
A little about the mill.
Basically it is a big drum (in this case about 12 meters in diameter) lying on its side with a big electric
motor wrapped around it to make it rotate. The steel shell is 50mm plus thick and is lined on the inside
with steel plates and lifters.
As the mill rotates the lifters pick up the ore (or charge as they call it) plus a few shotput sized steel balls
and drop it back on itself which eventually grinds the ore down allowing it to exit the mill through the

grates at the discharge end of the mill. From there it continues to a smaller ball mill (lots more balls) that
again grinds it down into almost a powder before it is then sent through the rest of processing plant to
extract the copper. The steel liners and lifters wear out in the mills every few months so we come along
and replace them.

Sag Mill

New Plates complete with lifters.

Ball Mill

New plates with lifters in Mill

A machine called a liner handler is poked into the mill with a hydraulic lifting device on the end of it,
which is used to lift out the old liners and lifters and put the new ones in place. About 1/3 of the charge is
left in the mill for us to walk on to carry out this work.

Liner Handler outside part cantilevered into the Mill.

The Lifting part inside the mill.

We clear every one out of the mill and use a rattle gun to undo the nuts from the 50mm bolts then use a
large hydraulic jack hammer like device weighing over 400kg (LRT) to knock the bolts in. Some of the bolts
are situated in such a way that we can’t use the LRT so we get to swing a good old sledge hammer. Bungs
are removed then the LRT is used to knock the plates off the mill wall.
When 2 or 3 rows of plates are done the guys go back in the mill and with the aid of the liner handler clear
them out. The mill walls are cleaned down and the new plates and lifters put in place, bolts pushed
through or in some cases, driven through with a sledge hammer. The guys on the outside then put on the
rubber and steel washers before putting the nuts on and doing them up with a rattle gun. After this the
nuts are done up with a torque gun to ensure they don’t come loose. In most mills nowadays the lifters
and plates are moulded as one, some of these weigh up to 4.5 tons.

The LRT in action

Some of the local workers.

We cracked on and by 1500hrs had done 3 turns and nearly half the job. Things were looking good. The
locals worked well provided they received clear and constant instructions. Two of the local crew were
woman who worked just as hard as the men. I was warned by Katie that the biggest problem she had with
them was sleeping on the job, mainly through lack of good food and running out of steam. None of our
crew skived of for a sleep!!! But as often happens for some reason the mill would not turn for 3 hours then it was time for a shift change.

Katie and Simon Real nice people.

A step up from the tent!!

We cruised off back to the camp arriving about 1900hrs, had a feed and wandered to the bar for a couple
of quiet ones then it was off to the scratcher so we could be ready for another shift if the night guys did
not finish the job.
The next morning it was off to the mine at 0530 again as the night shift had a few mill turn hold ups. The
job was close to finished and in 3 hours we had it done and all the guards put back up around the feed
end of the mill with reline machinery stowed away.

Simon took us for a trip down to the actual open cast mile site. We followed a 4.5k road running alongside
the conveyor belt down to the mine site, on the way visiting the tailings dam where all the left over slurry
is pumped. Basically what they have done is diverted the existing river and dammed up the old river bed
to use as a dam for the tailings. Further up river they have built a fresh water dam to supply water to the
mine and mining town.

Conveyor 4.5k long.

Tailings dam.

We eventually arrived at the crusher just in time to see a rather large truck drop 270 tons of ore into it.
One very impressive truck! The ore disappeared down through the crusher very quickly. The crusher looks
like an upside down cone sticking up through a hole. It rotates in an oval manner and crushes the large
rocks into chunks about 300mm in diameter. From there the ore goes into a hopper, then along a track
type conveyor and is then dropped on to the rubber conveyor belt that takes it the 4.5km to the mill site.

The open cast mine is quite large. From where we sat the laden 450 ton trucks looked like dinky toys.
Apparently the excavators they use down in the pit pick up 70 ton of ore at a time. Three of them are
electric saving a fortune in fuel costs. The trucks also have electric motors just for the haul up the road out
of the pit then switch back to diesel.
From there we headed back to the camp, got cleaned up and headed to the bank to get some local
money. Behind the bank in the shade sat a sleepy looking guard with an AK47 at his side. We queued at
the money machine until we were told it was not working. So into the bank we went. Changing money
other than USD was not going to happen even though they had Aussi and SA rates displayed on the wall.
Eventually it was back to the now-working-money-machine. I pushed a few buttons, got some local
currency and looked at the statement to see I had over 8 million in my account. Now before anyone rings
up wanting a loan!!!! A beer here is 5000.00 kwacha - about $1.50 NZD.

From there we wandered to the local supermarket and picked up a few provisions (mainly beer) and
headed back to the house to relax until the bar opened.
That evening we headed to the bar for a few quiet ones with Katie, her husband Dave and the two
Aussies, Peter and Paul from Russell Mineral Equipment RME. They were there to service and look after
the liner handler and LRT equipment.
After a few beers and a bit of a yarn a few local girls turned up looking for a friendly ex-pat and a ticket
out of Zambia. We had already been wised up on that one.
At 0630 the next Morning we were in the car park waiting for the bus/van to pick us up and get us to the
Solwazi airport for the trip back to Ndola. On the just over an hour drive to the airport we once again saw
lots of people walking - apart from the ones heading to the church with a coffin on their shoulders, lid
falling off, we were not sure where the rest were heading. As we got closer to Solwazi there were people
out selling their wares, everything from bamboo bins full of charcoal to people sitting on the side of the
road with a little hammer breaking up stones and selling them, I presume for people to decorate their
houses with.
One of the many things that intrigued me about this place was the number of ant or termite hills sticking
up like large pimples all over the place. Apparently these were formed long ago and all the little buggers
that built them left long ago. According to various people they are very solid and even hard to knock over
with a digger. The locals use the soil from these to make there bricks.

Stone chipper shop.

Termite hill - most have a tree on top.

Funeral procession

A brick kiln being built yet to be coated in mud and fired.
You can just see the edge of the Termite hill on left.

An hour or so later we arrived at the Solwezi airport which was in the process having the runway
extended to enable the jets to land sometime in the near future. The check-in process was still manual. A
nice Aussie bloke who had booked his flight to go home on leave was told he was not on the flight but
when the twin engine turbo prop British Aerospace 32 turned up the pilot said he could fit him in.
We flew back to Ndola over the route we had come by road. It was interesting to see the country from the
air. Basically the population lives along the road as to the south apart from the odd patch of agriculture
there was mainly just scrub and jungle.
On arrival at Ndola we had a drink in the café and a waited to be called to the flight. Once again a fairly
manual check in with people running around with various bits of paper but it all seemed to work.

Peter and Paul from RME in the Ndola Café. Peter is heading back to Australia and Paul to some rough
mining area in South Africa up near Zimbabwe. RME supplies them with GPS device with an emergency
beacon in case they strike trouble.
A couple of hours later we landed in Johannesburg for a couple of hour’s stopover before boarding the
flight back to Sydney. The flight was packed full of people heading to NZ for the Rugby world cup. One of
the crew told me there were more people on the plane than there were seats. When I asked if they had a
few strapped on the wing he explained that there were people with kids on their knees. Bugger that!!! Bit
of a hard way to travel if you ask me.
After a somewhat long flight with a rather grumpy Qantas crew we landed in Sydney. Kevin and Strewn
caught a flight to Christchurch and Joe and I headed back to Auckland with a friendly Air NZ crew.
It had been over 30 hours since we left the mine site - rather a long journey.
All in all a great experience hope to go back one day.

